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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to document the processing of Uranium-233 (23%) at the
Roc& Flats Plant (Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site). Detailed descriptions
of the 233Umetal processing/component mantiacturing, material recovery, and waste
handling are provided. 233Uinventory data is documented showing the Material Balance
Areas (MBAs), timeframes, and specific locations where 233Uwas processed or where
inventory was maintained. This repo~ develops and provides a key reference in
‘documenting Acceptable K.nowiedge (AK) used to meet Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(!iWPP)Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC). The information protided in this report can
be utilized as the starting point for determiningg potential 233Ucontent in applicable
residue waste streams. It can also be utilized to eliminate 233Uconcerns for various sub-
populations of waste streams.

.. ..
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2.0 URANIUM-233 (233U)PROCESSING

Initial Effoti

The first processing operations at Rocky Flats @F) invoking Uranium-233 (233U)
occurred in 1965. This projeot resulted from a special order request .to fabricate a number
of items out of 233U’metal. Feed material arrived at RF from Oak Ridge (OR) in ecial

T33utransport casks as uranyl nitrate solution (U02(N03) 2). Isotopic analysis showed
composition at 97. 13°/0,with the balance consisting primarily of other uranium isotopes
(2%, %, 23’%,and 238U).J.gad~tion, there was a presence of approximately 50 parts
per million @pm) 232U(as a contaminant) Whichwas irnpo@.nt becapse daughter
products “fromits decay [i.e. Thorium-228 (228Th),Radiurg-224 (%), and ThaIlium-
208 (20%1)]give off high-energy gamma radiation, which presents a significant external
health hazard to processing workers. Figure 1 summarizes the decay scheme for 232Uto
stable 208Pb,and shows the points where high energy radiation is released.

a-74y a-l.*

2321J ~: 228
Th -. 22%a = 22%n - 21%

4 4

‘Y ‘Y a-O.16s

208Pb
(stable)

a-3E-7s

-E
f!-3.lm

212Po”(66.3%)

208Tl(33.7%)

p-6om

3
a-60m

212Bi

Y

Half-lives shown in seconds (s), minutes (m), days (d), and years (y). Some high-energy gamma radiation
from daughterprcilucta is shown.

Note ‘*U is present as an isotopic impurity. ‘% processed in 1965 contained approximately 50 ppm“U,
while thatprocessed in 1976-77 contained only 7-8 ppm‘2U.

Figure 1 – ‘2U ~ecay Scheme.

‘Forexaniple,79.5%of’~ gamma is in excess of 100 keV; with 36’%0emitted as 2.614 MeV gamma.
RFP-2817, Chemistry R&D SemiannualProgress Report for January-July 1978, 2/10/79.
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Because of this hazard, plans for processing of 233Ufocussed on isolat@g it from other
RF plutonium (1%)and uranium (U) process streams. The first step involved
precipitating Th (and a small amount of Tl) horn the feed material in order to minimize
their associated “iadiationxhazard. Subsequent processirig steps were then expedited in
order to minimize the budd-up of ‘*U decay products over the time that processing
occurred. The flow path in Figure 2 summarizes the 233Uprocessing steps.

W (Uranyl Remove % Conversion to Calcination to
nitratesolution) (fluoride Peroxide y Chcide

precipitation)

Ship Item/Part, Item/Part Reduction to
Residue% and %Metal -

Conversion to
Fabrication UFq

Wastes (thermitm)

Figure 2 – 233UProcessing Steps. ,,

233Uprocessing began@ Building 771.3where theuranyl nitrate solution was transferred
to receiving tanks. Fluoride precipitation W* ~a.used to reinove @e”c’ho&,(highly
“radioactive) dau’~ter products (prirnarjly ‘*T%), and the uranium was coriverted to
peroxide. The peroxide was shipped to Building 881 where it was calcineckto an oxide,

‘which in turn was converted to uranium tetrafluoride (UF4), and reduced to 23% metal
using a thermit reaction. The metal was then cast into feedingots, which were in turn
recast into pieces from which the final p@s were f~ricated. Casting and machining
operations took place in Building 881, while other fabrication steps wtie handled in
Building 883. Final component assembly and inspection occurred in Bujlding 777.

All wastes imd residues were collected, treated, packaged, and shipped to various
locations off-site. Uraniuin oxides and green salt residues were converted to uranyl
nitrate solution in Building771 and returned to OR in the original shipping casks4. Some
“casting skulls and machining chips were burned to oxide in Building 881 and
subsequently converted to a nitrate solution along with the other oxides5. Aqueous
wastes went to Building 774 for disposal, while low level wastes were placed in drums
and shipped to the Atlantic Richfield Company (ARCO)S in Idaho for burial.

Records show a residual inventory of 2 grams 23% at the conclusion of this project (June
1965).

2Allprocessingsteps“aredescribed m detail in CD65-3 184, Investigation of Uranium 233-235 Crossover
Incident June 11,...1965.. . . .
3Initially two-digit numbers were used to identi@ buildings. When the three-digit system was introduced
the fmt digit usually was a duplicate of the second. Thus, Building 71 became 771,81 became 881, etc.
The three-digit system of identitlcation in use today will be used throughout this report.
4CD65-3 184, Investigation of Uranium 233-235 Crossover lnciden~ June 11,1965.
5CD73-5096, Non-Pu Physical Inventories, Inventory Dif%rences, andNOL (through FY-1988).
6AEC/ERDA/DOE facility operated by Atlantic Richiield Company (ARCO). This site is located in Idaho
and received many radioactive wastes thatwere disposed of by burial.
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Subsequent % Operations

Inventory records indicate that kilogram (kg) quantities of 233Uwere also received,
processed, and shipped at RF over the next three years, 1966-19687. Smaller quantities,
typically less than 1kg, show up on inventories during the period 1969-1973, where
~ojects ticluded casting small metal 233Udiskss. During 1974-1977, kg quantities of
3% again arrived and were processed at RF, however by 1974, uranium processing had

been stopped in Building 881. Two special order projects worked on between 1974 and
1977 again involved manufacturing a number of components from 233Umetal. Feed
material arrived at RF from OR as uranium oxide, was converted to UFg, and reduced to
23% metal by a thermit reaction. The metal product was broken into chunks, re-cast into,
feed ingots, and then cast into the final components using a vacuum induction finnace.
By Comptison to the 1965 project, the feed material was oxide, not uranyl nitrate
solution, and all chemical processing, metal reduction, and casting operations took place
in Building 771. It is likely that machining steps were handled in Building 779A, and
that find component inspection was done in Building 777.

me” 232Ucontamination in this metal was substanti~ly lower, running around 7-8 ppm,
corn@redwith-50 pprn in 1965. Still, gamma radiation levels were ftilj high and a
fluoride precipitation step W* used on feed material, and fkom time to time on in-process
mateiid, to remove the “hot” daughter products and reduce the external radiation hazard
to workers. It was also observed that surface gamma radiation readings from processed
material dropped with each successive processing step: fluorination, casting, and
recding. Concurrently, radiation levels fi-omthe cast@g skulls increased, suggesting
segregation of high-radiation daughter products horn the 233Uwas taking pkwe.

Because of the health safety concerns over radiation from isotopic impurities and
decay/daughter products within the 233Ustream (as well as possible contamination of
production Pu and U process streams), the 1974-1977 waste materials generated during
processing of’% on these special order projects were carefi.dly isolated from “normal”
RF process streams. The isolated waste material was treated, packaged and disposed of
as before (in 1965). These waste materials included:,

● Metal reduction residues
● casting skulls
● Machine turnings
c Oily machine filters and towels
. Contaminated glove box materiak

The process of c~efidIy segregating the waste is mentioned in a series of Research and
Development (R&D) progress reports. Typical statements included: “Machining scrap

7CD73-5096, Non-1% Physical Inventories, Inventory Differences, md NOL (through FY-1988).
8RFP-1848, Casting of Multiple U-233 Metal Target Disks, W. V. Conner and D. L. Baaso, May 1972
(unclassified report).
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will be processed for return to LLL9, and all contaminated waste will be packaged for
disposal’’lO,and “All metal scrap and residues generated during fabrication were to be
recovered and returned to LLL or shipped to the Idaho waste storage site.....”** Metal
reduction residues were shipped to LLL. Casting skulls and machine turnings were
burned to oxide, processed again to remove 232Udaughter products, and then converted to
a stable oxide for shipping to LLL. Contaminated glove box materials were segregated
into combustibles and non-combustibles, packed into 55-gallon drums, and shipped to the
Idaho waste storage sitei2. The final @position of oily machine filters and oily towels is
somewhat uncertain. In RFP-2680 the statement is made “The oily machine filters and
towels were disposed of in the Roe@ Flats incinerator.” Interviews with a number of
persoimel igvolved with Buildin 771 operations, including the incinerator,”gave
conflicting stories as to whether f33Uever went through this incinerator. However, it
does appear likely that some oily, low level 233Uwastes wereincinerate~ as they could
not have been shipped “as-is” because of the combustion hazard they presented.

Inventory data indicates the presence of kg quantities of 233Uinto Fiscal Year @Y) 1982,
which suggests other project activities continued @h this material. In May 1982 the
inventory dropped.to 267 grams, and in December 1983, was recorded as Ograms. From
August 1984 through March 1988, the last date in the,inventory summary docunient13,
23%inventory is Iisted as 13 or 14 grams horn month to month. This suggests that all
operations with 233Uessentially ceased after 1982.

Summarv

Processing operations involving 233U”werecarried out at RF starting in 1965 and ending
in 1982. Activities included “chemicalprocessing of various uranium compounds,
conversion to metal, casting, metal fabrication and waste and residue disposal.

All processing reports state that 233Umaterials and wastes were ca.refidlymonitored and
segregated iiom other RF processing streams. Residues were shipped to either LLL or
OR, and wastes were sent to Maho for burial.

9Called Lawrence Livermore Laborato~ (LLL) andLawrence Livermore Research Laboratory (LLRL) in
earlieryears, this facility is now known as Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL).
‘0 RFP-2546, Chemistry Research and Development SemiannualProgress Report for the period January-
June 1976, dated February 14,1977.
**RFP-2745, Chemistry Research and Development SemiannualProgress Report for the period July
through December 1977, dated May 29,1978.
12Information on treatmentand disposal of these items is desq%ed in Report R&-2680, Chemi@y
Research and Development SemiannualProgress for the period Januarythrough June1977, dated October
12,1977.
13CD73.5096, Non-Plutonium Physical Inventories,Inventov differences, and NOL — opixations to date.
Though apparently created in 1973, this document was updatedthrough 1988.
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3.0 233UINVENTORY

Records

l%ough 233Uinventory data records exist, there are some questions that affect
interpretation of the numbers. One is whether the data dticribes only 233Uor
alternatively, all uranium isotopes in an item, of which 23% is the prime constituent. The
following discussion will outline some of the basis for uncertainty.

The Inventorv Process

It is important to understand the process used in arriving at inventory numbers. Each
budding is divided into Material 13akmceAreas (MBAs). An inventory of accountable
nuclear materials is maintained for each MBA. The sum of individual nuclear
materitiisotope inventory numbers for each MBA provides the plant total inventoW.
Inventories were conducted monthly, and the starting value for each MBA -wasthe ending
inventory number fi-omthe month before. All material received into an MBA was added
to this starting value, and all material shipped out of the MBA was subtracted. Material
transactioris were accompanied by Material Transfer Reports, which contained isotope
assay dat~ as well as quantities received or shipped. An estimate was made for measured
disctided ~~te, also called normal operating loss (NOL), and this also was subtracted
from the starting value. Finally, all makrkd on hand was weighed and the total compared
with a calculated value of what the inventory should be (using .J.hevarious record data just
described). The inventory calculations are summarized below.

Current Previous Material Material Normal
MBA = MBA + Received - Shipped - Operating

Inventory Inventory In MBA From MBA Loss (NOL)

Weights were taken for the total mass of items and it was implicitly understood that other
isotopes were present (i.e. apiece of 233Uwas weighed and the.value recorded, but this
weight incIuded all other uranium isotopes present as well). Nuclear Matefial Safeguards
was expected to use analytical information to calculate actual constituent isotope
amounts14(for example, in the case of l% streams, averages for Pu isotope percentages
were used). Any difference between expected/calculated inventory on hand and the
inventory measured became material unaccounted for, or MUF. 1%.iscalculation is
summarized below.

Material Expected and/or
Unaccounteti = Calculated - Measured Inventory
For (MUI?) Inventory

The MUF values could vary from month to month, especially since many of the
adjustment numbers related to ongoing operations were calculated based on assumed
process and operations efficiencies (based on historical data). For example, oxide sent

‘4Interview with Bill Conner.
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for isotopic assay would have M estimated U (or Pu) value, which would be confirmed
after the assay was completed. If this occurred during the following inventory period, an
adjustment of data would have to be made for the revious month in,which an estimate
had been recorded. It appears that MUF data for f2 3Usuffered born many unknowns and
this is reflected in large swings and subsequent corrections.

Data

As previously discussed, initial 233Uactivities at RF occurred in 1965. Unfortunately, an
incident involving cross-contamination with 235Uoccurred which resulted in preparation
of a detailed summary report15 on this particular project and event. Exhibit N, U-233
Material Balance Report (MBR), of this incident repofi lists the initial total quantity of U
received as uranyl nitrate solution on April 25, 1965. The 233Uassay is listed in a ‘
s arate column, and the difference between these two values,was supposedly made up of
2

% , 0.19’XO235U,23%, and 23*U,plus any additional im urities, such as ‘2U which was
5present at a level around 50 ppm. Takin the ratio of 23 grams to to~ U grams,~ves .

!97.14% 233U. This MBR inventory of 23U as of the end of May 1965 lists an excess of
total uranium but a shortfall (MUF) of 23%. The incident report mentions that idl of the
receivti uranyl nitrate solution may not have been transferred from the shipping cask.
This was not of concern since the same cask wouldbe.used to return all left-over mat@al
to OR at the 6nd of the project, so it would ultimately be accounted for. It is possible that
inventory discrepancies, especially for the 233U,may have result@ from the manner in
which calculations (using assay percentages) were made.

Two additional reports containing 233Uinventory data are also available. One is a
Confidential document that contains a number of inventory notation sheets for a few
specific years as well as an overall table of non-l% inventory sunimary data for the period
1965.through April 1977. Numbers shown are for the end of each Iiscd. year (June 30 for
years through FY-1976 and September 30 starting with FY-1977), and the table is labeled
U-233. Entries are provided for “Beginning Inventory”, “Receipts”, “Shipments”,
“_NOL”,MUF, and “Ending Inventory” categories.. The listed amount of ‘3U received in
19.65is 2.7% higher than the total U value, or 5.7’%higher than the 233Uvalue given in
the MBR table mentioned above. The other inventory report is the Non-Pu PhysicaI
Inventories, Inventory Differences and NOL document, CD73-5096. It contains
inventory data by month for Code 70 material, which is total 233U. The value given fof
material received in April 1965 is 0.8’%higher than that listed in the MBR table for total
uranium, or 3.8% higher than the 233Unumber. The relative values of these inventory
numbers in these three documents are shown in Table 1.

‘5 CD65-31S4, Investigation of Uranium 233-235 Crossover Inciden~ Dated June 11, 1965.
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Table 1 – 1965 ‘“U Inventory Kecord lJata comparison.””

Code-70 Total
‘% Material Uranium

“Total ‘3U” MateriaJ

Material Balance Report
(ExhibitN to Incident v*= 97.13’XOv, v,
Report CD65-3184
~3u ~vmtory sumrnarJ. 102.76’%VI
for 1965- 4/77 (CIRD) (105.7 % v*)
Non-Pu Physical
Inventories,Inventory ‘ 100.8’XOV,

Diffmences,and NOL (103.8%V,)
(CD73-5096)

“Corrected”
Numbers

(Red)

97.4’%0v,
(100.2%v~)

Note: VI represents the MBR inventory for total uranium received (as reported in the
MBR). whiIe V2 is the ?J assay in this amount. Inventory entries in the other
reports ”differed and their relative value to these two reference numbers are listed
in this table.

These numbers, therefore, call into uestion whether va!ues listed in various non-pu
‘!?inventory. reports represent just the 2 %J or, alternatively, all uranium isotopes in lots of

which’~ w% the major constituent.

The Confi~ential non+u inventory summary sheet mentioned above also contains a
second set of entries in red. These are slightly lower values that seem to be corrections to
233U(assuming the original entries were actually for total U). For example, the red entry
for material received in 1965 is 94.78% of the originally listed value. While in the right
direction, this correction is less than the 97.13’XOU-233 assay reportedinCD65-3184.
“Corrected’’/’redentries are listed for most inventory categories (“Beginning Inventory”,
“Receipts”, “Shipments “, “NOL”, and “Ending Inventory”) in each of the years.
However, the ratio of corrected to original entry values varies considerably, from 94.7’%
up to around 980/.. No mention is made on the table of the basis for the red entries and it
is surmised that they repres~t an attempt to track actual 233Uvalues. To add to the
coni%sion, the initial (non-red) table entries fi-omthe Cotidential non-pu inventory
summary agree with FY year-end inventory numbers listed in CD73-5096, which are for
Code 70 material, or total 233U.These discrepancies between numbers suggest,there may
have been some confhsion in labeling the data when inventories were taken, and thus
calls into question whether various non-pu inventory r .orts correctly track’~ or,

23alternatively, total uranium isotopes for lots in which U was the major constituent.

MUF numbers in ke Confidential non-Pu inventory summary table also vary
substantially fi%rnyea’ to yew, typically ranging from Oto 100 grams, but are
significantly higher on four occasions. A few hundred grams MUF in FY-1968 is
accompanied by a similar magnitude Shipper/Receiver adjustment that same year.
Another year listed a reduction ih MCJFof some 106 grams.

‘b Specific invento~ values Cm be found in the referenced reports.
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Large swin sin inventory numbers, along with the confusing situation regarding whether
5the data is 2 3U or total U, suggests caution should be exercised when attempting to

caIculate running inventory from these numbers. Because total mass weights were
recorded during inventory each month, it appears possible that corrections for actual 233U
isotope might not have been made, which is why invtitory data (as in report CD73-
5096), particularly”for 1965, appears high.

According to CD73-5096, Non-Plutonium Physical Inventories, Inventory Differences,
and NOL, most of any remain$g 233Uinventory was shipped from RF in 1983.
However, the vrdidity of current RF 23% amounts is not significantly affected by the
invento@issay issue discussed above since the error would be around 5~0and for the 8
grams currently listed this amounts to only 0.4 grams.

Inventory data does not include explanations for changes in either total amounts or MUF,---
so the increwe in year-end ‘~JUinventory from Ograms (the value horn December 1982
through June 1984) to 13 grams in July 1984 is not understood. Furthermore it is listed at
13 grams through May 1991, except for February – October 1986 when it was 14grams.

In Jime 1991 the233U inventory changed do~ward to 8 grams, where it remains today
(h@h 1999). Searchinginventory records turns up the following information as to
present locations of 233Ucontained in drums.

Table 2- ‘3U Inventory at Rocky Flats, January 1999.
Building Room ~~ Drum # Description ‘~ Amount

371 3189 16 480 D4450142 Metal 3 grams

371 2306 N/A 480 D2155242 Metal 1 gram

371 3420 NIA 330 D3066442 Dry Combustibles. 2 grhns

371 3420 WA 330 D2154842 Dry Combustibles 1 gram

371 3420 WA 337 D3645542 Plastic 1 gram

Waste

Waste containing ‘3U could have been generated wherever this material was processed.
This includes both known wastes from specific operations at the time, as well as potential
residual contamination in waste generated from these gloveboxes during subsequent
clean-up long after processing was over. Waste drums were marked, with the MBA of the
source. Table 3 lik those buildings where 233Uoperations took place over the ears, and

7@us identifies where waste drums containing or being in contact with residual 2 ~ might
have originated. The assignment of buildings in any given year is based on ‘titerpretation
of report information and interviews conducted with personnel hvolved with or who had
knowledge of 233Uoperations at RF. It is possible that operations were conducted in
additional or fewer years.
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Table 3 – Likelv Locations of ‘3U Processimz at RF for 1965-1983.

>.

..

..’

______ —---. —

, 771 777 ‘i 777A “; 779A ; 881; 559. ! ; 774--[ , , , ~ 883
...---.-----.-.------,----.:-----.------ +--------:---;-._-------- :..---------.-:----.------------.----------:----------.
1965 ;; X~X; X .;X;~X;X,.
1966 ;; XiX~X :X! :X:X

1967 ~ ; X :X ~ X ~ X : ~ X ~ X

1968 i ;“X ~ X; X ~ X : : X : X
.--.---------$------.-----J-------------------------. .-----------*-------.. ---b----------->------------------------
1969 ~ ~ X ;’ ~ ~ ~ ; X ~

1970 ! X.i x ; .! ! ( i x [,.
1971 : x ! x ! ! ! : i x !’,,

1972 ; X ; X j j ~ ; j X ;
,’----------------------- ~----------------------------------------------------------------~---.--------------------

1973 : x : x : x i : : : x.!

1974 ~“’ ;“X : x ~ /. : / ~

1975 ;;x\; [ ‘ij:
: ,.

1976” ”~’X; ”X~X~; ;X~~
-----------:------------+----- .-----+------------;------------;------------:------------; ------------;_------ ---
1977 ~ x ; x :“X ; x ~ x ~ x : ;..
1978 ! X ! X [X ! X I Xl X ! I

1979 \ x ~ x \ x“! x ~ x ; x ; ~
1980~X~X~X~X ~X~X~~
--.----.---1------------,------.----.J-.---------. L-------.--.-L-----.--.---L-.---. -----J------------,--.--------
1981~X~X;X~X ~X;X;~

1982 ~ X ~ X ~X’ \ X ; X ~ X ~ ;

1983 ; Xix:; !i !“.1 ,,

Building 559 – Analytical Laboratories
Building 771 – Chemical processing, analytical laboratories, waste processing
Building 774 – Waste Disposal
Building 777 – Non-Destructive Testing, inspection, manufacturing processing
Building 777A – Assembly
Building 779A – Mi.chining
Bu&ling881 – ChemicaI processing, casting, machining
Building 883 –Fabrication

...
Nob-Pu Workbooks, containing monthly 233Uinventory records, were used to identi@:.
specific MBAS that handled this material, as well as the time periods when this occurred.

,. This information issugmm-ized in Table 4. Waste drums generated by these MBAs,
especially during that time when they were actively working with 23%.J,potentially couldc.
contain this mateiial as a contaminant. Table 5 Identifies the building and title of the
MBA’slisted in Table 4.

:.
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Table 4 – Reported “N3UInventory by Calendar Year.

Bld~ MBA s m v v) w t- m a 0 . c+ m -1 VI w 1- Co m 0
- s- 1- s- s-

F) v m w
s- e w co m co co a w w w m - z 2 m m u! o!

.-. t ----- 1 ,. .,-., ,.. ,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . ,al. 1..!...!! . ..!., ,,,

,. .,1,, !,, ,! ,. *,, ,,, ,

~,~,u,u,u, ,,; ;,., ,,-- ,-, ,,,

559 361-51 ix .x! .X OX.A,AJ A, A,U, IA, A.,, ... ,, .,, ,

707 1576-07 ::; :’’ ~’’”” “’’’’’’’” ‘
750 0374-32 (NOL Write4Mr) $X1 *II o,,,: 11!1. l);,

0217-80 : :: : : : : : : : :.: :o:o~oinin;n;n;; ;:;

0223-71 :: :0: : :x: : : : :.: : : : I * $ ,x~u,~ii
0233-71 .:x:x io:x:x:~; -’n;-’-’ , , , I L . I ; : ; , : :
(17?L7A :::.::: ,{), ;,, ,,0, , ,,, ;; ;;;

I ;A; ., A,A,

771 038?-’= I : : : : :Y: Y,..,,, ,,, ,,, ,, ,,; ;

A, A, W, A, A,, ,,, ,,, ,, ;;;;
-L, ,, ,,, ,, ,,, ,, ,,.

}
“--.? . . 1
A..-l -i. ,-, ‘V’”’ x:x:o:x:o: : : : : : : : : : : : : :--

,- -< I . . . .
,, -.,. >,, , ,., , ,,, , ,,, , ,,, . ,,. . n1371-X5 I ;;;;! ;;!;; ));;, ;, ,1; i;; ;U

1371-31 I : : ! : + : : : :.: : : : : : : : : :0:0:0:0:0:
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Table 5 – MBA Identiilcation and Building Location.
MBA MnteriaiBsdanceArea Title Buikting

0216-71 R&D Chemistry Instnnncntation 881
0217-80 Aqueous Process Chemistry Dcvelopmsnt 771
0218-71 UNK UNK
0223-71 I R&D Plutonium Metallurgy 1 771

~ 0233-71 I R&D Chem. Tech. - U-233 Account 771 1
0233-74 Speel“alReeovcry - U-233 Account 771
0233-76 Quality Acceptance - U-233 Account 776
0233-77 Assembly – U-233 Account 777
IZ33-79 R&D Machining – U-233 Account 779A

R&D Lab. Chcrn. Tech- U-233 Account 779
Tmrw 11-NV

a
0233-80
A,.-.. . .
UL53-51 u,.- 1 “i .4.

0361-31 Analytical Labs. Production Sup~+ <<0

0362-31 Lab. Service uranium Andy
0367-71 AnalW”ealLabs. Building’-
0374-32 Soli
0383-33 Che’&..-
1144-91 Produc
1177-53 Metal Fabric
1371-30 Drum&cra
1371-31 ~~~. ~-

1371-43
1374-31 I SI

—>pm.-mlAlloy I “771
-;”0 -nvs I

1374-34 I Spees“idReeovery “-_ —._*

1576-07 I Metal Feb. Machis...= 1 ,“,
I

LINK= Unknown Material Bakmce Aea Title and Building I

-.. J..

{sis 881
IJI 771

id Waste 750
“ ‘=-n&r& Lab. 771

ct Warehouse Shipping 991
ation Disassembly 777
Itestorage 771 p
-Process 771
1 Dmm Holding 771
way opera tions - Aqueous 771

I Buildrng 77’
)ceial Ree(
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Even though 233Uoperations occurred over limited periods of time, residual
containination and hold-up material within process lines could inadvertently be part of
discarded waste generated Born these lines as they underwent subsequent periodic
cleaning over the years. This is particularly true in areas where monthly ‘hventones at
some time showed MUF losses and gains for ‘3%, indicated by an “X” @ the table.
Waste drums fkom these MBAs are suspect as possibly containing 233Uin small arnotits.
If no MUF was reported by an MBA in a given year, this is indicated by an ‘Xl” in the
table. A number of MBAs never reported 233UMUF in any year, and thus it would be
unlikely that waste drums coming iiom them in years subsequent to their reporting any
233Uinventory would contain this .contarnination. These hiclude 0217-80,1371-30,1371-
31, 1371-43, 1177-53, 0216-?1, 1144-91, and 0233-81. For example, there are MBAs.
where packaged material only passed through, and no processing activities occurred that
might have generated contaminated waste, or opportunities for material hold-up that
could result in reported MUF.

Only Non-l?u Workbooks for fiscal years FY-1973 through FY-1996 were located, so
MBA-specific information is not listed during the first eight years when 233Uwas
processed at RF. However, tinepretious table idehtificis those buildings where it was
haid+, qnd this may sufiice to flag drums fio~ this period that could potentially contain
23% conta@nated’waste.

Since drum coupters were set,up to look for I% isotopes and 23%J,23% was not detected
and its presence in w~te drums would be unknown. Presence of 233Uin current waste
drums would have to be verified by counting.

Summarv

Variations between 233Uinventory wdues, as compared between different documents,
probably should not cause concern. The most notable variance occurs between the
Material Balance Report (Exhibit N in the 1965 incident report) and the non-l% inventory
record (CD73-5096) for material received in .1965. The listed 2-5% “adjustment”.
downward of 233Uvalues, represented by the red numbers in the Confidential summa.
inventory document, could indicate a potential, systematic error. However, since there
was a concerted effort to ship all 233Umaterial ~d wastes from RF over the years, any
such error would have been applied equally to both shipments and receipts, and today it
would only.matter as to now much 233Uremains in the RF inventory. Since this appears
to be on the order of ordy 8 grams 23@, a correction of 2- 5’%0would result in lowering
the amount by only 0.1 –’0.4 grams, which is less than the recorded data sensitivity.
Therefore, it “wouldbe more relevant to focus on whether the listed inventory is all-
inclusive of 233Utin site or not, and identifying any other waste drums that might possibly
contain 23%, but are currently not labeled as such.. .
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Based on process knowledge, obtained through interviewing individuals who either
worked directly with 233U,or in areas where process stream wastes andresidues were
handled, it appears likely that little 233Umaterial waste remains on plant site, as past and
present inventory records indicate. There had been a concerted effort to ship not only
special order items but all associated residues and wastes from RF as quickly as possib}e.
This action was motivated by two goals: (1) to minimize radiation exposure to RF
workers from any stored materials, as high gamma radiation was associated with 233U
through decomposition daugh.er products, primarily from 232Uimpurities, and (2) to

. minimize contamination of normal RF process streams by 233U. Shipments could be
verified by exarnining associated records.

It is possible that ‘3U exists as a contaminant in waste drums generated.by MBAs where
it was once processed or handled, and this “conttiinate& waste could have been,.
generated any time subseqtient to.actual processing operations. Knowing both building

~ and MBA where 233Uprocessing occurred, as well. as those years when there was a
reported inventory is data key to the determination of whether a residue is potentially>
contaminated with ‘3U. This allows waste dnmis to be identified for fiuther analysis,
such as “@un countin usin instruments set to detect the types of radiation”and eneigy

% 2&levels e~ectedfiom ~/ U daughter products.

Inveritow data recorded over the years reflects uncertainties that were common but
typically within tolerance limits accepted at the time. The existenceof relatively small-
quantities of 233Uin the present inventory provides an opportunity to veri~ this data and
pefiorm calibration measurements that would allow easy validation of 233Uin other
suspected containers; The five drums listed in inventory should be counted using
scanners set to detect radiation of the type and energy levels expected from 233U/232Uand
related radioactive isotopes and daughter products. Scanning these drums will show (1)
whether radiation from these small quantities can be detected and any effect other
packing materials in the drums might have on shielding, and (2) allow radiation
measurements to be calibrated against the quantities present. These results would then
allow a procedure to be developed for scanning unknown drums with the purpose of
identi@ing whether they also contain any 233U.

9
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Al. Interviews on ‘3U Operations

One 1965 report on 233Uprocessing contains much detail describing where various
activities took place at RF on that specific project. Subsequent 233Uwork is less well
doctiented, with information provided on processing steps but not locations where they
occurred. To fill in some of these details, a number of individuals were interviewed who

233U rejects or in process areas wherehad either worked on p 233Umaterials or waste
strm are likely to have been present. Most people admitted to uncertain recollections,
as the time periods discw%edwere some 20 or more years ago. However, by cross-
checking statements, Iikely scenarios for a few of the operations could be identified.
There were two particular 233Urelated items in question. @e dealt with incineration of
some hazardoti wastes, specifically oily filters and towels ilom machining operations.
The other concerned where such mach@ing work took place after 1974, the timeframe
when processing of U in Building “881had ceased. The following notes summarize
recollections on these topics as well as other notable information on 233Uwork.

Conclusions from Interviews

Though sorne.contri~ctory statements were encountered and individual memories
appeared fm fkornperfkct, a somewhat ainsistent picture emerges of 233Uoperations at
RF. . .

● Machining of 233Uduring the mid-1970s and later most likely took place in Building
779A.

. R&D personnel used hot plates or small muffle fiu-nacesto burn some combustible
wastes.

● Some wastes containing 233Uwere likely burned in the Building771 production
incinerator. It is likely that any 233Ucontamination was at a low enough level as not
to cause any concern over possible RF process stream contamination.

. Wastes and residues were carefi.dlyisolated from normal RF process streams,
monitored, and shipped off site as soon as possible.

No definitive explanation was found for what happened to oily machine filters and
towels.
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M. Interviews

AM Manager of various groups in chemistry and chemical processing
Ed Vejvoda operations during 1960-1980

. Oily filters possibly were shipped to Building 774 and off site

. 23% waste went to Idaho. Residues to Oak Ridge.

. Waste going to Idtio may not have been marked as containing 233U.
Such waste shipments likely contained a variety of constituents and
were~ust marked as “waste”.

“. In the late 1960s some 23% was made into samples for use by
‘ radiochemistry as diagnostic toolskmdards.

● Machining of 23% might have taken place in Building 776 or
Building 777. (From others comments on Building 776, this appears
~ unlikely and Building 777 seems unlikely as well.)

● Chemistry analysis probably took place in both Building 559.and
Building 771 labs. .

. Proc6ss lines where 233Uwas handled were cleaned ‘upprior to and
after its’ handling.-. Small amounts of 23% may have been disposed.of
mixed in with gen@ waste generated during subsequent cleanup of
glovebox lines.’-”

A2.2 Buikling 771 incinerator operator and foreman
Don Cox . NMC maintained* sheets on eveg that passed through the

incinerator.
. No 233Uwaste was incin~ated.
. .?4DAscanned all drums of material submitted for incineration.
. Individual packages went through a can counter.

A2.3 Building 771 incinerator and chemical operator, and foreman
Jack Weaver . No ymnium was run through the incinerator.

. R&D had small (appro@nately 8“x8’’x8”) muffle fhrnaces where
small quantities of items could have been ine@erated. ‘-

. He did not know specifically what.R&D might have burned.
A2.4 Special Orders Engineering during the 1960s and 1970s
Rod Hoffman & -● Machining of 233Uin the 1960s took place in the metal-floored room
Larry Wilson in Building 881.

. Small 233Uprojects were worked on in Building 881 into the early
1970s (prior to 1973 or 1974).

. When ‘l%“strikes” were performed to remove highly radioactive
daughter products of 232U,there would have been a deerease in the
23~irnwntorynurnbers to account for that material which had
decayed. (Assay inllormation sugg~” that these quantities would
have been very small and insignificant compared to MUF or NOL
values).

. Furnaces for processing urani~, which were removed from Building
881 in the mid-1970s probably, contained some 23?J contamination.
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A2.5 Technician and engineer in chemistry R&D groups
Don Baaso . He does not believe any uranium was processed through the Building

771 production incinerators (this was his initial statement).
. In the 1976-1978 timeframe, casting of 233Umetal for special projects

took place in Building771.
● Machining of 23% most likely occurred in Building 779A.
. Because the oily filters and towels associated W@ machining (some

from cleanup activities) were potentially ignitable, something had to
be done with them as they couldhhould not be shipped in their “as-is”
condition.

● Towels may have been burm?din muffle furnaces or on hot plates
. Filters would not fit into ‘innallR&D muffle flu-naces. Don does not

remember what was done with them.
● Most’~ projects basically involved processing to remove highly

radioactive daughter products from the 232Ucontarninanthpurity as
well as making of metal.’

. Don believes Building771 production equipment was
“commandeere& for use on 233Uprojects (during 1976-1978
timeflaniii). Thus, he “suspeets” that the incinerator was also used
for treating some w@e (contrast to his opening statement). His
statemeM to this effkct in the chemistry R&D Semiannual Progress
R@o@ RFP-2680 dated 10/12/77, “must be true” as he would not
have made it ifhe didn’t hiwe knowledge of this at the time.

A2.6 Incinerator operation% including manager, from 1968-1982
Chuck Tesitor ● Because of the cornbustiblehire hazard associated with oily waste,

small quantities containing contaminants deemed to be at
insignificant levels so as,not to pose a stream contamination risk were
burned in the Building 771 incinerator. The resi.dtirigash was
dissolved in HN03, filtered, and the filtrate processed through ion
exchange to recover metal.

● All inputs to the incinerator went through NDA.
. R&D would have burned chips on hot plates or in muffle furnaces.
● It is not likely that muflle fin-naceswould have been used to burn oily

waste because the gases generated would have created a potentially
explosive mixture.

A2.7 Engineer in chemistry R&D
Larry CrisIer ● It is likely that’~ machining took place in Building 779A.

● Scrap was sent to Building 771 for fin-thertreatment.
. Oily filters were likely cutup and calcined in small muffle fin-naces.

‘-● There was a project in the early 1970s that made some 233Umetal
disks.

● Building 881 was removed fi-omuranium handling and pro~essing
around 1967.

● There was another 23% project in the early 1980s. Work on this
project was done in Building 771 and Building 779.
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$2.8
Jerry Haynes

A2.9
Ed Kinneson

A2.lo
Dick Cleavenger

A2.11
Jim Deyo

A2S2
Bill Conner

A2J3
Duane Dunn .

Health Physics Safety
. He had no recollection as to where 233Umight have been machined in

the late 1970s. This, in spite of his involvement with protecting
workers tiom excessive radiation hazards.

Special Orders Engineering
. Ed.could-not rwember where”n3U machining might have taken place

in the late 1970s.
Special Orders Engineering
● He could not remember where 233Umachining might have taken

place in the late 1970s.
. Remembers some machining of special materials in Building 777A,

but doesn’t know whether these ticluded uranium or 233U.
Special Orders Engineetig
● He cotdd not remember where 233Umachining might have taken

place in the late 19703.
Engineer in Chemistry R&D groups
●

●

✘

●

●

D

B

P

}

B

Bill’s initial reaction wwthat he didn’t remember sending any wastes
to the Building 771 incinerator.
After reviewing the Chemistry R&D Semiannual Progress Reports
desc~bing’~ work on spt%ialorder projects, he believes that the
statements mentioning Building 771 incineration of oily filters and
towels from machining operations were indeed true.
Machining of 233Umeta.ltook place in B@iing 779A.
There were some 233Umetal target disks cast on another special
project in 1971.
A special order in the early 1980s involved 233U. This is likely
associated with the 23% inventory changes recorded at that time.
Total mass was weighed during invento~. It was “implicitly”
understood that isotopes other than the primary one were present.
Safeguards was expected to calculate isotope amounts based on
average stream assay knowledge.
Drum counters were being developed in the 1960s. They used a
combination of gamma and neutron detectors and accuracy was ~
100Y0.
There was no way that RF drum counters could assay for 233U.
Drum counters were not calibrated for 233U.
Special drums were used to collect miscellaneous wastes of non-
routine isotopes, typica.lly from special order work.

Wclear Records Management
o Inventory numbers were used to maintain a record of material

handling.
~ They could not be relied upon as a,100% accurate statement of

inventory.
~ Weighing, recording, and other administrative errors occurred,

leading to corrections being entered from time to time.
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A2.14
Brenda Douglass &
Fred Lyons

RS-090-056

Members of Nuclear Materials Safeguards group; involved with
inventory records management
. NOL typically was measured material in discard waste that was

below the econofic discard limit (EDL).
. Process hold-up was accounted for in MUF.
. Do not believe there’was any gamma counter scanning for 233U.
. There could be traces of 23~”in drums containing Pu below the EDL

that had not been checked for 23%. I% waste from glovebox lines
would bean example of this.

. One needs to identifj MBAs for areas that handled 23% and look at
waste packaged during the time period to find those churns which
might contain am. MBA with’~ inventory MUF would be likely
candidates, both at the time of processing and over successive years
when waste from clean-up could also contain 233Ufrom residual
contamination.
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